
LIFE AND WORK OF THE BRITISH PLAYWRIGHT ARNOLD WESKER

Sir Arnold Wesker FRSL (24 May â€“ 12 April ) was a widely known English dramatist. He was the author of 50 plays,
four volumes of short stories, two volumes of . Wesker has written many plays, fictional and non-fictional works. .
"Prolific British playwright Arnold Wesker dies at age 83", Daily Mail, 13 April 

He was suffering from Parkinson's disease. It went into rehearsal, but, amazingly, the actors refused to
perform it. In the play we are shown different parts of Connie's stage routine - a glimpse into the subject
matter of Wesker's other major project from this period, a series of one-woman plays: Four Portraits - of
Mothers, Annie Wobbler, Yardsale, Whatever Happened to Betty Lemon? Roots was set in the early s and
Beatie is 22; but in Honey she has only aged three years yet the action has been transplanted into the s. Author
statement Critical perspective Arnold Wesker has a reputation as a social realist and founder member of the
New Wave of British theatre of the late s. Chicken Soup with Barley went out to the provinces, and rather than
opening in the West End , its premiere was seen at the provincial Coventry Theatre, a locale which typified
Wesker's political views as an ' angry young man '. In this retelling, Shylock and Antonio are fast friends
bound by a common love of books, culture and a disdain for the crass antisemitism of the Christian
community's laws. This production had a challenging history in previews on the road, culminating after the
first night out of town in Philadelphia on 8 September with the death of the exuberant Broadway star Zero
Mostel , who was initially cast as Shylock. The novel broke from the previously established chronology.
Throughout his career, Wesker continued to have international success. Other oddities are that the timeframe
includes the Rushdie affair and John Major 's fall as recent events and yet the action is concerned with the
dotcom boom. These plans are never realised, partly from failure of support by Trades Unions, in a process of
disappointment and betrayal spanning more than sixty years. This is not a bad reputation to have, but in the
case of Wesker, it only really accounts for his first five plays, written and performed between and  For more
information see our Cookie Policy. The two men, however, shared a talent for creating highly actable roles.
Towards the end of his life, he lived peacefully with Dusty at their home in Hove, East Sussex. She survives
him with their two sons and his other daughter; the daughter from his marriage predeceased him. His problems
increased with The Friends Roundhouse, , in which a group from working-class backgrounds reconvene to
assess the impact of their success. He joined the antiwar group Committee of and, after a demonstration, was
imprisoned with Bertrand Russell. For his "distinguished service to theatre" he was honoured with the Last
Frontier Lifetime Achievement Award in  He delighted in directing his own texts, believing that plays
belonged to writer-directors and not to autocratic artistic directors. A single-act version at the Royal Court that
year of The Kitchen was followed in by a full two-act production and a film version by James Hill. When God
Wanted a Son, meanwhile, tackles the question of anti-semitism within a comic form: Connie, an aspiring
stand-up comic, mediates between her Jewish father Joshua and her English mother Martha. Had he learned
diplomacy, his career might have suffered less. It points to the dehumanising effect of highly pressurised,
underpaid labour, and in her Paris production Ariane Mnouchkine presented it as an attack on capitalism. Peter
Buse,  They shared a socialist background in London, where Corbyn is an MP. Instead, his audiences
witnessed the manic activities of a large London restaurant in The Kitchen, the treatment of new RAF recruits
by their upper class officers in Chips with Everything, the socialist struggles of an East End Jewish family in
Chicken Soup with Barley and I'm Talking About Jerusalem, and the meagre existence of Norfolk
farm-labourers in Roots. He is, therefore, quite as grateful as Antonio when Portia, as in Shakespeare's play,
shows the legal way out. This play hinted at what was happening in his own life. The cadences of speech and
rhythms of life of his working-class characters were distinctly at odds with the accents and attitudes of the
upper-middle classes who had hitherto dominated British theatre. Blood Libel is about William of Norwich, a
year-old whose murder in was attributed to the Jews. Both were communists. As Wesker sought to underline
with this drama, the medieval Christian fantasy of the Jew as child-murderer was an element that contributed
in part to the Holocaust. As he wrote in his autobiography, As Much As I Dare , the Jewish youth movement
Habonim was his only political involvement apart from a few teenage months in the Young Communist
League. Lindsay was named after director Lindsay Anderson. Wesker's plays from this period record some of
the expectations and frustrations born of this unsuccessful project. It was an immediate critical success. Later
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on, an affair with a Scandinavian journalist which produced a child resulted in his temporary estrangement
from his other children, and in a decision by him and Dusty to live separate lives â€” Dusty in Hove and
Wesker in a cottage in Wales. This play hinted at what was happening in his own life. In he was named as one
of the adulterous parties in the divorce of his friend, the painter John Lavrin. However, had he sought to please
he would never have written texts that were so challenging to the dominant English historical narrative. In the
early s he had persuaded the TUC to adopt a resolution that promised greater commitment to bringing the arts
to the working people, leading to the foundation of Centre 42, an idealistic scheme which took up much of his
time and energy.


